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1. Introduction
Let A be a Noetherian local ring with the maximal ideal m and dimA = d . Let I (= A)
be an ideal in A and s = htA I . This article studies the question of when the associated
graded ring G(I ) :=⊕i0 I i/I i+1 is Gorenstein. To state our result, we set up some nota-
tion. Let  be an integer such that  d and let J be a reduction of I generated by elements
a1, a2, . . . , a. We denote by rJ (I ) the reduction number of I with respect to J . The an-
alytic spread of I is λ(I) := dimA/m ⊗A G(I ). Then s  λ(I)  . We always assume
that the generating set {a1, a2, . . . , a} of J is a basic generating set for J in the sense of
Aberbach, Huneke, and Trung [3], which means that JiAq is a reduction of IAq for all
q ∈ V(I ) with i = htA q < . Here let V(I ) be a set of prime ideals in A containing I and
Ji := (a1, a2, . . . , ai) for 0 i  . By [3, 7.2], there always exists a basic generating set
for J if the field A/m is infinite. Let
n := max{rJsq(Iq) | q ∈ V(I ) and htA q = s}
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complete intersection (see 3.2), and if n = 0, then we say that I is generically a complete
intersection. Let a(G(I )) stand for the a-invariant of G(I ) (cf. [15, 3.1.4]). Our ideal I is
said to be height unmixed if all associated prime ideals of I have same codimension. With
this notation the main result of this article can be stated as follows.
Theorem 1.1. Let A be a Gorenstein local ring. Assume that I is a height unmixed ideal
with s > 0 and depthA/I i +Js min{d − s, d − s +n− i} for all 1 i  n− s + . Then
the following two conditions are equivalent.
(1) G(I ) is a Gorenstein ring.
(2) (i) rJ (I ) n− s + ,
(ii) Js ∩ I i = JsI i−1 for all 1 i  n,
(iii) (Ji : ai+1)∩ In−s+i+1 = JiIn−s+i for all s  i < , and
(iv) J ns : In ⊆ In.
When this is the case, we have a(G(I )) = n − s, and hence the Rees algebra R(I ) :=⊕
i0 I
i is Gorenstein if n = s − 2.
The analytic deviation ad(I ) := λ(I) − htA(I) was firstly introduced by Huckaba and
Huneke in their papers [19,20], which contain important results on the Cohen–Macaulay
and/or Gorenstein property of G(I ) in the case where ad(I )  2. The notion of analytic
deviation has provided the impetus for large amount of research. And it has led to several
general results on Cohen–Macaulayness and/or Gorensteinness in the associated graded
rings G(I ) of ideals having arbitrary analytic deviation. But almost all authors we recall
assumed the number n to be at most one when ad(I ) is positive, and we lack satisfactory
references analyzing ideals for which n is large. Theorem 1.1 enables us to handle the case
where the number n is arbitrary. There are, of course, examples in that case. Let us now
give simple examples. Let n′ and s′ be positive integers, let R = X1,X2, . . . ,Xs′+3 be a
formal power series ring in s′ + 3 variables over a field k, and let L = (Xn′
s′+1Xs′+3,X
2
s′+2)
be an ideal in R. We set A = R/L that is a Gorenstein local ring of dimension s′ + 1. For
each 1 i  s′ + 2, we denote by ai a reduction of Xi modL. Put I = (a1, a2, . . . , as′+2)
and J = (a1, a2, . . . , as′+1). Then s′ = htA I . We obtain that J is a reduction of I with
rJ (I ) = 1 and that the set {a1, a2, . . . , as′ , as′+1} is a basic generating set for J . Then
n′ = max{rJs′q(Iq) | q ∈ V(I ) and htA q = s′}, and furthermore, G(I ) is a Gorenstein ring
with a(G(I )) = n′ − s′ by 1.1.
We remark that J is not necessarily a minimal reduction. But the number  being small
is better for the conditions in Theorem 1.1. Conditions (i)–(iii) are necessary and sufficient
conditions for G(I ) to be a Cohen–Macaulay ring with a(G(I )) = n− s under the assump-
tion of depths of A/I i + Js (see 3.18). Hence condition (iv) is the key to the ring G(I )
being Gorenstein in this situation. We note that the condition of depths of A/I i + Js is
a necessary condition for Cohen–Macaulayness of G(I ) in the case where  = s (which
implies ad(I ) = 0) or in the case where  = s + 1 and n = 0. When  = s, the equality
rJ (I ) = n follows from the condition (i), and hence the above theorem covers [8, 1.4], (i.e.
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ring, and Jn : In = In).
When I is generically a complete intersection, the Gorenstein property of G(I ) has
been studied closely in even the case where I has higher analytic deviation (cf. [11,24,30]).
However, the class of generically complete intersection ideals with which most of authors
dealt remains within Cohen–Macaulay ideals. In Theorem 1.1, we have assumed that I
is height unmixed, but the assumption that I is a Cohen–Macaulay ideal is removed in
the case where n = 0. We can find references analyzing mixed ideals, whereas its analytic
deviation is at most 2 (cf. [8–10]). For the case where n = 1, the first author, Nakamura,
and Nishida [13] gave a characterization on the Gorensteinness of G(I ) in the case where
ad(I ) = 1. Our theorem is a generalization of their result.
We now mention what is in each section. In Section 2 we will prove our theorem in the
case where I is generically a complete intersection. Recall that if n = 0, then the condition
of depths of A/I i + Js does not demand that the ring A/I is Cohen–Macaulay. When
I is generically a complete intersection, there already exists a criterion on the Cohen–
Macaulay property of G(I ) in [12, 6.5], which does not require the Cohen–Macaulayness
of A/I . It seems then natural to ask when under the same hypothesis in their result the ring
G(I ) is also Gorenstein. Section 2 contains an answer of this question. Namely, under the
hypotheses given by [12, 6.5], G(I ) is a Gorenstein ring if I is a height unmixed ideal in a
Gorenstein local ring A (see 2.9).
In Section 3 we shall discuss the Cohen–Macaulay property of the associated graded
ring. There are quite general conditions under which G(I ) is a Cohen–Macaulay ring in
[12]. But the number n we can handle in their theorem is bounded above by one. Recently,
Nishida [28] showed criteria on the Cohen–Macaulayness in associated graded rings of
filtrations having small analytic deviation in the case where the number n is arbitrary. The
aim of Section 3 is to extend their theorems to the case where the numbers ad(I ) and n are
arbitrary (see 3.1, 3.20–3.22).
Section 4 contains a proof of Theorem 1.1. This is based on reduction to the case where
s = 0. But our result in such a case is entirely different from the case where s is positive.
Namely, we have the following theorem in the case where s = 0.
Theorem 1.2. Let A be a Gorenstein local ring. Assume that I is a height unmixed ideal
with s = 0 and depthA/I i min{d, d + n − i} for all 1 i  n + . Then the following
two conditions are equivalent.
(1) G(I ) is a Gorenstein ring.
(2) (i) rJ (I ) n+ ,
(ii) (Ji : ai+1)∩ In+i+1 = JiIn+i for all 0 i < , and
(iii) (0) : I i ⊆ In−i+1 for all 1 i  n.
When this is the case, we have a(G(I )) = n.
To prove the above theorem, in Section 4 we will discuss a question of when the canonical
module KG(I ) of G(I ) has the expected form in the sense of Herzog, Simis, and Vascon-
celos [18] (i.e. KG(I ) is the graded G(I )-module associated to an ideal I with respect to
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modules of blow-up algebras and showed that KG(I ) has the expected form if and only if
so does the canonical module of the (extended) Rees algebra. Later, Zarzuela [36] gener-
alized their result to the case where the base ring A is not necessarily Cohen–Macaulay,
and moreover, it led to a result given by Trung, Viêt, and Zarzuela [33] concerning descrip-
tions of the canonical modules of blow-up algebras in the term of a filtration of KA. In our
paper, we will utilize repeatedly such a filtration, which we call the canonical I -filtration
of KA (see [8, 1.1], and notice that it permits us to handle even the case where s = 0).
For an answer of the above question, we have remarkable references [11,24]. Their results
require that I is generically a complete intersection. We will generalize their result to the
case where the number n is arbitrary (see 4.7).
Actually, in Section 4 we will see that the assumption of the depths yields the sharper
estimation rJ (I )  max{n,  − s} (see 4.19). Ultimately, we will give a criterion on the
Gorensteinness of G(I ) whose condition of the depths is weaker than that of Theorems 1.1
and 1.2 (see 4.23).
Throughout this paper let A be a Noetherian local ring, I (= A) an ideal of A, and J a
reduction of I . We always suppose that dimA/I = d − s. Let  be an integer with  d
and assume that J contains a basic generating set {a1, a2, . . . , a}. For s  i  , let
ri (I ) := max
{
rJip(Ip) | p ∈ V(I ) and htA p = i
}
.
We put ri = ri (I ) for short. Then n = rs . When the ring G(I ) is Cohen–Macaulay, we will
use repeatedly the a-invariant formula: a(G(I )) = max{ri − i | s  i < } ∪ {rJ (I ) − }
(cf. [34, 1.4]). Our basic generating set {a1, a2, . . . , a} is said to be a good generating set
in the sense of Aberbach [1] if the sequence a1, a2, . . . , a is I -filter regular, which means
ai /∈ p for any 1  i   and for any p ∈ AssA A/Ji−1\V(I ). If the field A/m is infinite,
then there exists a good generating set for J by [1, 2.3]. Let t be an indeterminate over A.
We define R(I ) := A[I t] ⊆ A[t] and R′(I ) := A[I t, t−1] ⊆ A[t, t−1], which we call the
Rees algebra and the extended Rees algebra. Then G(I ) ∼= R(I )/IR(I ) ∼= R′(I )/t−1R′(I )
as graded rings. Let KA, KR′(I ), and KG(I ) denote the graded canonical modules of A,
R′(I ), and G(I ), respectively. We shall freely refer to [5,14,16,17] for details of the theory
on the canonical modules. We denote G(I ) simply by G. Let M = mG + G+. We denote
by HiM(·) (i ∈ Z) the graded ith local cohomology functor of G with respect to M. For
each graded G-module E, let Ej stand for the homogeneous component of E of degree j
and let ai (E) = max{j ∈ Z | [HiM(E)]j = (0)} (i ∈ Z). We put Em =
⊕
im Ei for each
m ∈ Z.
2. The case of generic complete intersections
In this section we always assume that A is a Gorenstein ring. The main purpose of this
section is to prove the following proposition.
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Gorenstein ring if I is height unmixed and depthA/I i  d − s − i for all 1  i 
max{1, − s − 1}.
To prove the proposition above, we may assume that I is generically a complete inter-
section with  > s. In fact, by the a-invariant formula we have a(G) n− s, and hence I
is generically a complete intersection. Therefore if  = s, then we get I = Js because Js is
a complete intersection in the Cohen–Macaulay ring A (see, e.g., 3.2). So we have nothing
to prove.
The Cohen–Macaulayness of G induces the sequence a1t, a2t, . . . , as t is G-regular
(see, e.g., 3.3), and hence we get the isomorphism G/(a1t, a2t, . . . , as t)G ∼= G(I/Js) of
graded G-modules by [35]. Therefore, passing to the ring A/Js , we may also assume s = 0
(see, e.g., 4.28).
In what follows, until 2.9 we assume that our height unmixed ideal I is generically a
complete intersection with  > s = 0 and that G is a Cohen–Macaulay ring with a(G) = 0.
Furthermore, we suppose that depthA/I  d − 1. Let a = (0) : I and let A = A/a. We
have I ∩ a = (0) and hence a1 is A-regular element (see, e.g., [10, 2.1]). Since I is height
unmixed, KA = (0) :A a ∼= I . Let Q(A) denote the total quotient ring of A. We consider a
commutative A-algebra
B := IA :Q(A) IA
that is finite as A-module. We have depth IA = d because depthA/I  d − 1 and I ∼= IA.
Therefore B is a maximal Cohen–Macaulay A-module of dimension d (see [4, 2.2]).
We put T = G(IA) and S = G(IB) for short. Look at the natural exact sequence 0 →
A → B → B/A → 0 . Let C = B/A. Then dimC  d − 2. Since IA = IB , we get the
exact sequence
0 → T ϕ→ S → C → 0 ()
of graded G-modules. Moreover, we have the exact sequence
0 → a → G ε→ T → 0 ()
of graded G-modules (see, e.g., [10, 2.3]). We note KB ∼= IB and hence htBn IBn = 1 for
all maximal ideal n in B . Let Â denote the m-adic completion of A. Notice that Â⊗A S ∼=∏m
j=1 G(IBj ) is the direct product of associated graded rings G(IBj ) of ideals IBj (with
positive analytic spread) in Cohen–Macaulay local rings Bj , which are finite as Â-modules.
We put Sj = G(IBj ).
Lemma 2.2. S is a maximal Cohen–Macaulay G-module.
Proof. We apply the graded local cohomology functors HiM(∗) (i ∈ Z) to the exact se-quences () and (). Then we have the resulting exact sequences
0 → Hd−1(T ) → Hd (a) → Hd (G) → Hd (T ) → 0M M M M
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Hi−1M (T ) ∼= HiM(a) (i  d − 1)
of graded local cohomology modules from (). Therefore we get Hi−1M (T ) = [Hi−1M (T )]0
for all integers i  d − 1 and a(T )  0 because HiM(a) = [HiM(a)]0 (see [7, 2.2]) and
a(G) = 0. And, moreover, by the resulting exact sequences
HiM(T ) → HiM(S) → HiM(C) (i  d − 1)
and
HdM(T ) ∼= HdM(S)
of graded local cohomology modules from (), we get HiM(S) = [HiM(S)]0 for all integers
i  d − 1 and ad(S) 0 because HiM(T ) and HiM(C) are concentrated in degree 0 for all
i  d − 1 and a(T ) 0.
Now assume that S is not a Cohen–Macaulay G-module. We put t = depthS(< d).
Because Â ⊗A HtM(S) ∼=
⊕m
j=1 HtÂ⊗AM(Sj ) as graded Â ⊗A G-modules, we can find
1  j  m such that (0) = Ht
Â⊗AM(Sj ) = [H
t
Â⊗AM(Sj )]0. From [25, 3.1], we obtain
that at (Sj ) < at+1(Sj ). However, this is impossible because at (Sj ) = 0 and at+1(Sj ) 
at+1(S) 0. 
Applying the functor HomG(·,KG) to the exact sequences () and (), we get the
following commutative and exact diagram:
0 KT
ε∗ KG HomG(a,KG) Ext1G(T ,KG) 0
0 KS
ϕ∗ 
KG Coker ε∗◦ϕ∗ 0
0
of graded G-modules where KS formally denotes HomG(S,KG). We put X = Coker ε∗◦ϕ∗.
Since a is concentrated in degree 0, so is HomG(a,KG) by the local duality theorem to-
gether with [7, 2.2]. Therefore X is concentrated in degree 0 by the diagram above. Now let
ω = {ωi}i∈Z stand for the canonical I -filtration of A (see [8, 1.1]). Then we have I i+1 ⊆ ωi
for all i ∈ Z and KG ∼=⊕i0 ωi−1/ωi as graded G-modules. Because A/ω0 ∼= [KG]0X
there exists an ideal F in A such that X ∼= A/F .
Lemma 2.3. I = F .
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choose p ∈ AssA A/I such that Ip  Fp. We have htA p = 0, as I is height unmixed. Since
Ip = (0), we get p  a, and hence Sp = (0). Therefore [KG]p ∼= [A/F ]p by [KS]p ∼= KSp =
(0). We have KGp ∼= Ap, as Ip = (0). Thus Ap ∼= [A/F ]p. Therefore Fp = (0), which is
impossible. 
Therefore we get the exact sequence
0 → KS → KG → A/I → 0
of graded G-modules. Then we get the following.
Lemma 2.4. a(Sn) = −1 for all maximal ideals n in B .
Proof. Since A/ω0 ∼= [KG]0  A/I and ω0 ⊇ I , we get ω0 = I , so that [KS]0 = (0).
Thus ad(S)  −1 by the local duality theorem. Let n be a maximal ideal in B . Then
Sn = G(IBn) is a Cohen–Macaulay ring with a(Sn)−1 because ad(S) a(Sj ) = a(Sn)
for some j = 1,2, . . . ,m (recall that Â ⊗A S ∼=∏mj=1 Sj as graded rings). The converse
inequality a(G(IBn))−1 follows from [34, 1.4], as htBn IBn = 1. 
Let n be a maximal ideal in B . Since Sn = G(IBn) is a Cohen–Macaulay ring, we
have rJBn(IBn) a(Sn) + λ(IBn) by [34, 1.4] (recall that rJBn(IBn) rJ(IBn) for any
minimal reduction J ⊆ JBn of IBn). Hence by 2.4 we get rJBn(IBn)   − 1 because
λ(IBn) . Thus I Bn = JI−1Bn, so that I B = JI−1B . Therefore we get the follow-
ing two lemmas.
Lemma 2.5. If  2, then rJ (I ) − 1.
Proof. Because   2, I A = JI−1A, as IB = IA. Then I  ⊆ JI−1 + a, so that we
have I  = JI−1 because I ∩ a = (0). 
Lemma 2.6. Assume that  = 1. Then rJ (I ) = 0 if A/I is Cohen–Macaulay.
Proof. We have IB = JB , as  = 1. Because A/I is Cohen–Macaulay, so is A. Then
B = A, and hence I = J . 
We now come to prove Proposition 2.1.
Proof of Proposition 2.1. We need the following claims.
Claim 2.7. depthB/IkB  d − k for all 1 k  − 1.
Proof. We will prove the claim by induction on k. Let k = 1. By the depth lemma applied
to the exact sequence 0 → IB → B → B/IB → 0 of A-modules, we get depthB/IB 
d − 1, as IB = IA ∼= I . Let k > 1 and assume that depthB/Ik−1B  d − k + 1. By
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depth lemma to the exact sequence 0 → I k−1/I k → A/Ik → A/Ik−1 → 0 of A-modules.
We have I k−1/I k ∼= I k−1A/IkA ∼= I k−1B/IkB as A-modules because I ∩ a = (0) and
IA = IB . Therefore we get the exact sequence 0 → I k−1/I k → B/IkB → B/Ik−1B → 0
of A-modules. Hence the assertion follows by the depth lemma. 
Claim 2.8. KS is generated by homogeneous elements of degree 1.
Proof. Let n be a maximal ideal in B . The set {a1, a2, . . . , a} is a basic generating set
for JBn. In fact, since dimA = dimBn, we have   dimBn. Let 1  i < . Take any
Q ∈ V(IB) such that Q ⊆ n and htB Q = i  . Let q = Q ∩ A. Then htA q = htB Q
because dimA/q = dimB/Q. Hence [Ji]q is a reduction of Iq, so that JiBQ is a reduction
of IBQ.
Because of 2.7, depthBn/I kBn  (d−1)−k+1 for all 1 k  −1. Then the fact that
G(IBn) is a Cohen–Macaulay ring with a(G(IBn)) = −1 implies that KSn is generated by
homogeneous elements of degree 1 (see, e.g., 4.1), and hence so is KS . 
Recall that KB = I . From [18, 2.4] together with 2.8 above, we obtain KS = G+ be-
cause S is a Cohen–Macaulay ring. Therefore we have the exact sequence
0 → G+ → KG → A/I → 0
of graded G-modules. Look at the homogeneous components
0 → A/ω0 → A/I → 0
0 → I/I 2 → ω0/ω1 → 0
0 → I 2/I 3 → ω1/ω2 → 0
...
of the exact sequence above, where ω = {ωi}i∈Z is the canonical I -filtration of A (see
[8, 1.1]). By induction on i, we will see that ωi = I i+1 for all integers i  0. In fact,
we get ω0 = I , as ω0 ⊇ I . Let i > 0 and assume ωi−1 = I i . We note that ωi ⊇ I i+1.
From bijections above we obtain that I i/I i+1 ∼= ωi−1/ωi = I i/ωi , and hence the natural
surjective map I i/I i+1 → I i/ωi is bijective. Thus we get ωi = I i+1 for all i  0. This
means that G is a Gorenstein ring. 
In the rest of this section, we assume that our basic generating set {a1, a2, . . . , a} is a
good generating set. Let us give the main result in this section.
Theorem 2.9. Assume that I is height unmixed and depthA/I i  d − s − i for all 1 i 
− s. Then the following three conditions are equivalent.
(1) G is a Gorenstein ring with a(G) = −s.
(2) ri  i − s for all s  i <  and rJ (I ) − s.
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(3) rs = 0, ri  i − s − 1 for all s < i < , and rJ (I ) − s − 1.
Proof. By [12, 6.5], we may assume G is a Cohen–Macaulay ring (see also 3.24). Then
condition (2) is equivalent to saying that a(G) = −s because of the a-invariant formula:
a(G) = max{ri − i | 0  i < } ∪ {rJ (I ) − } (cf. [34, 1.4]). Therefore the implications
(1) ⇔ (2) follow from Proposition 2.1. We shall prove the implication (1) ⇒ (3). Let
 − s  2. The sequence a1t, a2t, . . . , as t is G-regular, and hence we may assume s = 0
(cf. [12, 3.4]). Then we have rJ (I )   − 1 by 2.5. Let 1  i < . Take any q ∈ V(I )
such that htA q = i. We must show rJiq(Iq)  i − 1. We may assume Iq = (0). Since I
is height unmixed, so is Iq, and, moreover, Iq is generically a complete intersection with
htAq Iq = 0. Since G is a Gorenstein ring, Gq is a Cohen–Macaulay ring with a(Gq) = 0
(see, e.g., 4.6). If i  2, then rJiq(Iq)  i − 1 by 2.5, so that ri  i − 1. Suppose i = 1.
Then by Iq is unmixed, Aq/Iq is Cohen–Macaulay, and hence rJiq(Iq) = 0 by 2.6. Thus
we get r1 = 0. The implication (3) ⇒ (2) is obvious. 
The assumption that − s  2 cannot be removed in the theorem above. There exist ex-
amples of Gorenstein associated graded rings of ideals in the case where − s = 1, n = 0,
and rJ (I ) = 0. For example, let k[X1,X2, . . . ,X5] and k[s, t] be the polynomial rings over
a field k. Let m be an integer with m 2 and ϕ : k[X1,X2, . . . ,X5] → k[s, t] be the homo-
morphism of k-algebras defined by ϕ(X1) = s2, ϕ(X2) = s3, ϕ(X3) = st , ϕ(X4) = stm,
ϕ(X5) = tm. We put R = k[X1,X2, . . . ,X5] and A = RM , where M = (X1,X2, . . . ,X5).
Let P = kerϕ and I = PA. Then I is generically a complete intersection with htA I = 3
and depthA/I = 1 (= dimA − htA I − 1). The ideal P is generated by the following five
elements: f1 = X31 −X22, f2 = X1X4 −X2X5, f3 = X24 −X1X5, f4 = X2X4 −X21X5, and
f5 =


Xm3 −X1Xi−12 X5 (m = 3i − 1),
Xm3 −Xi2X5 (m = 3i),
Xm3 −X21Xi−12 X5 (m = 3i + 1).
We have the relation f1f3 = X1f 22 − f 24 , so that J = (f1 + f3, f2, f4, f5)A is a reduction
of I with rJ (I ) = 1. Hence G(I ) is a Gorenstein ring by 2.9.
We close this section with the corollary, which follows from [23, 3.1] together with 2.9.
Corollary 2.10. Assume I is a height unmixed ideal with s = 2 and depthA/I i  d − i−2
for all 1 i  − 2. Then the following three conditions are equivalent.
(1) R(I ) is a Gorenstein ring.
(2) ri  i − 2 for all 2 i <  and rJ (I ) − 2.
If  4, we may add the following:
(3) r2 = 0, ri  i − 3 for all 2 < i < , and rJ (I ) − 3.
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conditions stated in 2.10 (see [6]). Hence their Rees algebras are necessarily Gorenstein
rings.
3. On Cohen–Macaulay associated graded rings
The main purpose of this section is to extend a theorem given by [12] in the case where
the number n is arbitrary (see 3.20). First of all, let us state the following.
Proposition 3.1. For each a basic generating set {a1, a2, . . . , a} for J , the following two
assertions hold true.
(1) If G is a Cohen–Macaulay ring, then there exists an integer a −s such that:
(i) rJ (I ) a + ,
(ii) Js ∩ I i = JsI i−1 for all 1 i  a + s, and
(iii) (Ji : ai+1)∩ I a+i+1 = JiI a+i for all s  i < .
(2) Conversely, assume that there exists an integer a −s, which satisfies the conditions
(i)–(iii) above. Let Js be a complete intersection ideal and let δ be an integer with
depthA δ  s. Then
depthG δ
if depthA/I i + Js min{δ − s, δ + a − i} for all 1 i  a + .
Remark. By [31, 3.6] together with 3.9, the least number a that satisfies the above con-
ditions (i)–(iii) (in case it exists) becomes the a∗-invariant of G: a∗(G) := max{ai (G) |
i ∈ Z} if Js is a complete intersection. We note a∗(G)−s because a∗(G)−gradeG+
by [31, 2.3], and −htG G+  dimG/G+ − dimG = dimA/I − d = −s by our standard
assumption that dimA/I = d − s. The ideal Js is a complete intersection if the ring A is
Cohen–Macaulay (see 3.2).
We will prepare some results for a proof of 3.1. Take an integer i with s  i < .
Then we have htA I + [JiI ri : I ri+1]  i + 1 because I ri+1Ap = JiI riAp for all prime
ideals p ∈ V(I ) with htA p  i. Therefore we can choose a system of parameters
xs+1, xs+2, . . . , xd for the ring A/I such that xi+1 ∈ JiI ri : I ri+1 for all s  i < . We
put q = (a1, a2, . . . , as, xs+1 − as+1, xs+2 − as+2, . . . , x − a, x+1, x+2, . . . , xd). Then
we get the following.
Lemma 3.2. √q = m.
Proof. Let p ∈ V(q). We shall prove that a1, a2, . . . , ai ∈ p for all 0  i   by induc-
tion on i. We may assume s + 1  i   and a1, a2, . . . , ai−1 ∈ p. We have xri−1+2i ≡
xia
ri−1+1 modp, as xi ≡ ai . By the choice of xi and by the inductive hypothesis on i,i
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i ∈ Ji−1I ri−1 ⊆ p. And hence xri−1+2i ∈ p. Therefore xi ∈ p, so that ai ∈ p.
Thus we see J and (xs+1, xs+2, . . . , xd) are contained in p, and hence p = m (recall that
I rJ (I )+1 ⊆ J and xs+1, xs+2, . . . , xd is a system of parameters for A/I ). 
For 0 i  d , we put
Ai :=


(a1t, a2t, . . . , as t)G (0 i  s),
As + (xs+1 − as+1t, xs+2 − as+2t, . . . , xi − ait)G (s + 1 i  ),
A + (x+1, x+2, . . . , xi)G (+ 1 i  d)
and
Bi :=


(a1t, a2t, . . . , as t)G (0 i  s),
Bs + (xs+1, xs+2, . . . , xi, as+1t, as+2t, . . . , ai t)G (s + 1 i  ),
B + (x+1, x+2, . . . , xi)G (+ 1 i  d).
We get
√
Aj =
√
Bj for all 0  j  d . In fact, let 0  j  d . We may assume j > s.
The inclusion Aj ⊆ Bj is trivial. Similarly as in the proof above, we take Q ∈ V(Aj ). It
is enough to show a1t, a2t, . . . , ai t ∈ Q for all 0  i  j . Let us use induction on i. We
may assume that s + 1 i  j and that it holds true for i − 1. Since xi ≡ ait modQ, we
have xri−1 +2i ≡ xi(ai t)ri−1+1 because (xiari−1 +1i )t ri−1+1 ∈ (Ji−1I ri−1 t ri−1 +1)G ⊆ Q by the
choice of xi and by the inductive hypothesis on i. Hence xi ∈ Q. Therefore ait ∈ Q.
In the case where J is a special reduction of I in the sense of Aberbach and Huneke,
the following lemmas have been proved in their paper [2].
Lemma 3.3. G is a Cohen–Macaulay ring if and only if the sequence
a1t, a2t, . . . , as t, xs+1 − as+1t, xs+2 − as+2t, . . . , x − at, x+1, x+2, . . . , xd
is G-regular.
Proof. Let 0 j  d . The equality
√
Aj =
√
Bj implies that all minimal prime ideals of
Aj are graded because Bj is a graded ideal, and, moreover,
√
Ad = M because √Bd = M
(recall that xs+1, xs+2, . . . , xd is a system of parameters for A/I ). Therefore, if G is a
Cohen–Macaulay ring, then that sequence is G-regular because all associated prime ideals
of Aj are graded. The converse implication is trivial. 
Lemma 3.4. Let i be an integer with 0 i < . If G is a Cohen–Macaulay ring, then
[
(a1t, a2t, . . . , ai t)G :G ai+1t
]
a(G)+i+1 ⊆ (a1t, a2t, . . . , ai t)G.
Proof. Thanks to the a-invariant formula a(G) = max{ri −j | s  j < }∪{rJ (I )−} (cf.
[34, 1.4]), we have rj  a(G)+ j for all s  j < . Since the sequence a1t, a2t, . . . , as t is
G-regular by 3.3, we may assume s = 0 by [35]. We need the following.
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(x1 − a1t, x2 − a2t, . . . , xi − ait)G∩ [G]a(G)+i+1 =
[
(a1t, a2t, . . . , ai t)G
]
a(G)+i+1.
Proof. We have [(x1, x2, . . . , xi+1)G]a(G)+i+1 ⊆ [(a1t, a2t, . . . , ai t)G]a(G)+i+1 for all
0  i <  because xi+1Im+1 ⊆ JiIm for all m  ri +1 by the choice of xi+1 (recall that
a(G) + i + 1  ri + 1). Hence the left-hand side of the required equality is contained
in the right-hand side. To prove the converse inclusion, we will use induction on i. We
may assume i > 0 and it is true for i − 1. Let m  a(G) + i + 1 and take any element
η ∈ [(a1t, a2t, . . . , ai t)G]m. Write η =∑iα=1(aαt)ηα for some η1, η2, . . . , ηi ∈ [G]m−1.
Then
∑i
α=1 xαηα ∈ [(x1, x2, . . . , xi)G]a+i ⊆ [(a1t, a2t, . . . , ai−1t)G]a(G)+i (recall that
the above inclusion). So ∑iα=1 xαηα ∈ (x1 − a1t, x2 − a2t, . . . , xi−1 − ai−1t)G by the in-
ductive hypothesis on i. Therefore η =∑iα=1 xαηα −∑iα=1(xα −aαt)ηα ∈ (x1 −a1t, x2 −
a2t, . . . , xi − ait)G. 
Lemma 3.5 leads to an injective homomorphism
[
G/(a1t, a2t, . . . , ai t)G
]
a(G)+i+1 ↪→ G/(x1 − a1t, x2 − a2t, . . . , xi − ait)G
of G-modules for all 0 i  . Let 0 i < . Then since
the element xi+1 − ai+1t is G/(x1 − a1t, x2 − a2t, . . . , xi − ait)G-regular by 3.3,
it is also [G/(a1t, a2t, . . . , ai t)G]a(G)+i+1-regular by the injective map above. We
get ai+1t is [G/(a1t, a2t, . . . , ai t)G]a(G)+i+1-regular (recall that xi+1[G]a(G)+i+1 ⊆
[(a1t, a2t, . . . , ai t)G]a(G)+i+1). This completes the proof of Lemma 3.4. 
Corollary 3.6. If G is a Cohen–Macaulay ring, then conditions (i)–(iii) in 3.1 are fulfilled
for the integer a(G).
Proof. We have a(G)  −s (see remark in this section). Since G is a Cohen–Macaulay
ring, the sequence a1t, a2t, . . . , as t is G-regular by 3.3, so that Js ∩ I i = JsI i−1 for all
i ∈ Z by [35]. Then Lemma 3.4 means that the sequence a1t, a2t, . . . , at is G+-filter
regular, and hence the assertion follows from [31, 3.6]. 
Let a be an integer with a −s and δ an integer with s  δ  depthA. For each integer
m s, we consider the following two conditions:
(Am) depthA/Jj Ia+i  δ − i whenever s  i m and 0 j  i;
(Bm) (Ji : ai+1)∩ I a+i+1 = JiI a+i whenever s  i m< .
Recall that (B−1) is our condition (iii) in 3.1. Now let us note the following lemmas
due to [12], which are delicately used in this section.
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Jα−1I a+i−1 if s + 1 α  i m+ 1.
Proof. See [12, proof of Claim 3]. 
Lemma 3.8. Let s  i  . Assume rJ (I ) a +  and condition (B−1) is satisfied. Then
Ji ∩ I j = JiI j−1 for all j  a + i + 1, and hence we have
[
(a1t, a2t, . . . , ai t)G :G ai+1t
]
a+i+1 ⊆ (a1t, a2t, . . . , ai t)G
if s  i < .
Proof. Using the same arguments as in the proof of in [12, 3.1], we get Ji ∩ I j = JiI j−1
for all j  a + i + 1. For the last assertion, see [12, 4.1]. 
As a direct consequence of 3.8, we note the next claim.
Corollary 3.9. Assume that conditions (i)–(iii) in 3.1 are fulfilled for an integer a. Then
Js ∩ I j = JsI j−1 for all j ∈ Z.
Proof. Lemma 3.8 implies Js ∩I j = JsI j−1 for all i  a+s+1. Then we get the required
equality by condition (ii). 
In the rest of this section we always assume Js is a complete intersection ideal. We
will use repeatedly the result of [35] that, for each integer h, if Js ∩ I i = JsI i−1 for all
1  i  h, then Jj ∩ I i = Jj I i−1 whenever 1  i  h and 0  j  s. We also use the
isomorphism M/N →˜αM/αN form x modN to αx mod αN , where M , N , and α denote
an A-module, an A-submodule of M , and an M-regular element, respectively.
Lemma 3.10. Let h be an integer and let 0  j  s. Assume that Js ∩ I i = JsI i−1 for
all 1  i  h. Then depthA/I i + Jj  min{δ − s, δ + a − i} for all 1  i  h if so is
depthA/I i + Js .
Proof. Descending induction on j . The assertion being trivial for j = s, we may assume
that j < s and that it is true for j + 1. We need to show that the assertion holds true for j .
Suppose that it is not true and take an integer 1  i  h as small as possible, so that we
have i > 1. We set A = A/Jj . Then depthA/I iA+ aj+1Amin{δ − s, δ + a − i} by the
inductive hypothesis on j . We consider the canonical exact sequence
0 → I
iA+ aj+1A
i
−→ A
i
−→ A
i
→ 0I A I A I A+ aj+1A
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the isomorphisms
I iA+ aj+1A
IiA
∼= aj+1A
aj+1I i−1A
∼= A
Ii−1A
as A-modules. We have that depthA/I i−1A  min{δ − s, δ + a − i + 1} by the mini-
mality of i, and hence, applying the depth lemma to the short exact sequence above, we
get depthA/I iA  min{δ − s, δ + a − i}. This is a contradiction, which completes the
proof. 
Corollary 3.11. Let s m < . Assume that Js ∩ I i = JsI i−1 for all 1 i  a + s. Then
depthA/I i min{δ − s, δ + a − i} for all 1 i  a +m+ 1 if (Bm) is satisfied.
Proof. By 3.7 together with the assumption that Js ∩ I i = JsI i−1 for all 1  i  a + s,
we get Js ∩ I i = JsI i−1 for all 1 i  a + m + 1, so that the required inequality follows
from 3.10. 
Lemma 3.12. Let h be an integer and let 0 j  s. Assume that Js ∩ I i = JsI i−1 for all
1 i  h. Then depthA/Jj I i  δ − s for all 1 i  h if so is depthA/I i + Js .
Proof. We use induction on j . If j = 0, our claim is clear since depthA δ. Assume that
j > 0 and that depthA/Jj−1I i  δ− s. Let A = A/Jj−1. Recall that depthA/I iA δ− s
by 3.10. Looking at the following exact sequence and isomorphism:
0 → ajA
aj I iA
−→ A
aj I iA
−→ A
ajA
→ 0 and ajA
aj I iA
∼= A
IiA,
we see that depthA/aj I iA  δ − s by the depth lemma. Hence depthA/Jj I i + Jj−1 
δ − s. We consider the two natural exact sequences
0 → Jj−1
Jj I i ∩ Jj−1 −→
A
JjI i
−→ A
Jj I i + Jj−1 → 0
and
0 → Jj−1
Jj−1I i
−→ A
Jj−1I i
−→ A
Jj−1
→ 0
of A-modules. Here we have Jj−1/Jj I i ∩ Jj−1 = Jj−1/Jj−1I i because
Jj−1 ∩ Jj I i = Jj−1 ∩
(
Jj−1I i + aj I i
)= Jj−1I i + (Jj−1 ∩ aj I i)
= Jj−1I i + aj
(
(Jj−1 : aj )∩ I i
)= Jj−1I i + aj (Jj−1 ∩ I i)
= Jj−1I i + ajJj−1I i−1 = Jj−1I i .
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Corollary 3.13. Assume that Js ∩ I i = JsI i−1 for all 1 i  a + s. Then condition (As)
is satisfied if depthA/I i  δ − s for all 1 i  a + s.
Furthermore, we arrange the following three lemmas.
Lemma 3.14. Let s  m < . Assume that Js ∩ I i = JsI i−1 for all 1  i  a + s and
condition (Bm) is satisfied. Then I a+i/Jα−1I a+i−1 ∼= JαIa+i/Jα−1I a+i as A-modules for
all 1 α  i m+ 1.
Proof. We consider a homomorphism
I a+i/Jα−1I a+i−1 → JαIa+i/Jα−1I a+i (x mod Jα−1I a+i−1 → aαx mod JαIa+i ).
It suffices to show this is injective. Let x ∈ I a+i and suppose aαx ∈ Jα−1I a+i . Then we
have x ∈ (Jα−1 : aα)∩ I a+i = [(Jα−1 : aα)∩ I a+α]∩ I a+i ⊆ Jα−1 ∩ I a+i (use the fact that
aα is A/Jα−1-regular if α  s and use condition (Bm) if α > s). We shall show Jα−1 ∩
I a+i = Jα−1I a+i−1. In fact, by 3.7, we obtain that Jα−1 ∩ I a+i = Jα−1I a+i−1 if s + 1
α  j  m + 1. And moreover, by 3.7 together with our standard assumption, we see
Js ∩ I j = JsI j−1 for all 1  j  a + m + 1, so that Jk ∩ I j = JkI j−1 if 1  k  s and
1 j  a +m+ 1 by [35]. Thus the required equality follows. Then x ∈ Jα−1I a+i−1 and
hence it is injective. 
Lemma 3.15. Let s  m < . Assume that Js ∩ I i = JsI i−1 for all 1  i  a + s. Then
implication (Bm) ⇒ (Am+1) holds true if depthA/I i + Js min{δ − s, δ + a − i} for all
1 i  a +m+ 1.
Proof. We must prove that depthA/JαIa+i  δ−i whenever s  i m+1 and 0 α  i.
Let us use induction on α. When i = s, our assertion follows from 3.13. Let i > s. If α = 0,
it is clear. We may assume α > 0 and it holds true for α − 1. Then, applying the depth
lemma to the natural exact sequences
0 → JαIa+i/Jα−1I a+i → A/Jα−1I a+i → A/JαIa+i → 0
and
0 → I a+i/Jα−1I a+i−1 → A/Jα−1I a+i−1 → A/Ia+i → 0
of A-modules, we get the assertion by 3.11 and 3.14. 
Lemma 3.16. Assume that conditions (i)–(iii) in 3.1 are satisfied. Then
depth I a+i+1/JiI a+i + I a+i+2  δ − i − 2
for all s  i <  if depthA/I i + Js min{δ − s, δ + a − i} for all 1 i  a + .
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0 → I a+i+1/JiI a+i → A/JiI a+i → A/Ia+i+1 → 0
and
0 → I a+i+2/JiI a+i+1 → A/JiI a+i+1 → A/Ia+i+2 → 0
of A-modules, we get depth I a+i+1/JiI a+i  δ−i and depth I a+i+2/JiI a+i+1  δ−i−1,
by the depth lemma together with 3.11 and (A). We consider the canonical exact sequence
0 → I a+i+2/JiI a+i ∩ I a+i+2 → I a+i+1/JiI a+i → I a+i+1/JiI a+i + I a+i+2 → 0
of A-modules. JiI a+i ∩ I a+i+2 ⊆ Ji ∩ I a+i+2 = JiI a+i+1 by 3.8. Hence we get the
equality I a+i+2/JiI a+i ∩ I a+i+2 = I a+i+2/JiI a+i+1, so that the assertion follows from
applying the depth lemma to the exact sequence above. 
We are now ready to prove 3.1.
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Assertion (1) directly follows from 3.6. Let us prove asser-
tion (2). Since Js is a complete intersection, the sequence a1t, a2t, . . . , as t is G-regular by
[35] together with 3.9. Hence, passing to the ring A/Js , we may assume s = 0 (cf. [12,
3.4]). For each 0  i  , we put U(i) = [G/JitG]a+i+1. Then ai+1t is an U(i)-regular
element for 0  i <  by 3.8. Let V(i) = U(i) /ai+1t U(i). We have the natural exact se-
quence
0 → U(i+1) → V(i) → W(i) → 0 ()
of graded G-modules. Here W(i) = [W(i)]a+i+1 ∼= [U(i)]a+i+1 ∼= I a+i+1/JiI a+i +I a+i+2.
Then depth W(i)  δ − i − 2 for all 0 i <  by 3.16. We have the claim that
aj
(
U(i)
)
 a + i whenever 0 i   and j ∈ Z.
In fact, we will prove it by descending induction on i. The assertion holds true if i = 
because U() = (0) (recall that rJ (I )  a + ). Let i <  and assume that aj (U(i+1)) 
a + i + 1 for all j ∈ Z. Applying the local cohomology functors HjM(∗) (j ∈ Z) to the
exact sequence (), we get the resulting exact sequence
· · · → HjM
(
U(i+1)
)→ HjM(V(i))→ HjM(W(i+1))→ ·· ·
of graded local cohomology modules. We have aj (V(i)) a + i + 1 by the inductive hy-
pothesis on i (recall that W(i) is concentrated in degree a + i + 1). Thus aj (U(i)) a + i,
as ai+1t is an U(i)-regular element.
Hence we have in particular that aj (U(0)) a for all j ∈ Z. We consider the canonical
exact sequence
0 → U(0) → G → C → 0 ()
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Hence we get aj (G) a for all j ∈ Z.
Now let us prove depthG δ. Firstly, we shall consider the case where  = 0. Then G =
G0 ⊕G1 ⊕ · · · ⊕GrJ (I ). Let 0 j  rJ (I ). By our standard assumption of the depths, we
have depthA/Ij  δ, as rJ (I ) a. Then applying the depth lemma to the exact sequence
0 → I j /I j+1 → A/Ij+1 → A/Ij → 0 of A-modules, we get depth I j /I j+1  δ. Then
depthGj  δ, so that depthG δ by [7, 2.2].
Let  > 0. Hence U(0) = (0). Suppose that depthG < δ. We put t = depthG and
α = at (G). Then by [25, 3.1], we have α < a because aj (G)  a for all j ∈ Z. We have
depthC  t and HtM(C) = [HtM(C)]a by our standard assumption (recall that depthCj =
depth I j /I j+1  δ for all 0  j  a − 1 and that depthCa = depth I a/Ia+1  δ − 1).
Therefore, from the resulting exact sequence
· · · → 0 → 0 → HtM
(
U(0)
)→ HtM(G) → HtM(C) → ·· ·
of graded local cohomology modules from () we obtain that depth U(0) = t and
at (U(0)) = α because α < a. Then by [12, Claim], we have the fact that
U(i) = (0), depth U(i) = t − i, and at−i (U(i)) = α + i for any 0 i  .
But let us give a sketch of proof for the sake of completeness. Indeed, assume that the
assertion is not true and take i as small as possible. Then i > 0. Since ai−1t is U(i−1)-
regular, we have depth V(i−1) = t − i and at−i (V(i−1)) = α + i by minimality of i. By
depth W(i−1)  δ − i − 1 we obtain the resulting exact sequence
· · · → 0 → 0 → Ht−iM
(
U(i)
)→ Ht−iM (V(i−1))→ Ht−iM (W(i−1))→ ·· ·
of graded local cohomology modules from (). Hence, because W(i−1) = [W(i−1)]a+i and
because at−i (V(i−1)) = α+i < a+i, we get U(i) = (0), depth U(i) = t−i and at−i (U(i)) =
α + i, which is a contradiction to the choice of i.
Thus we get U(i) = (0) for any 0 i  . However, this contradicts U() = (0). There-
fore depthG δ. 
We note a direct consequence of 3.1.
Corollary 3.17. Let the ring A be Cohen–Macaulay and assume that there exists an integer
a −s such that:
(1) rJ (I ) a + ,
(2) Js ∩ I i = JsI i−1 for all 1 i  a + s,
(3) (Ji : ai+1)∩ In−s+i+1 = JiIn−s+i for all s  i < , and
(4) depthA/I i + Js min{d − s, d + a − i} for all 1 i  a + .
Then G is a Cohen–Macaulay ring. Moreover, so is R(I ) if a < 0.
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this section). Next let us consider the case where a(G) = n − s. We have the following
corollary.
Corollary 3.18. Let A be a Cohen–Macaulay ring and assume that depthA/I i + Js 
min{d − s, d − s + n− i} for all 1 i  n− s + . Then the following two conditions are
equivalent.
(1) G is a Cohen–Macaulay ring with a(G) = n− s.
(2) (i) rJ (I ) n− s + ,
(ii) Js ∩ I i = JsI i−1 for all 1 i  n, and
(iii) (Ji : ai+1)∩ In−s+i+1 = JiIn−s+i for all s  i < .
Proof. Assume condition (2) is fulfilled. Then the Cohen–Macaulayness of G follows
from assertion (ii) in 3.1. We shall prove a(G) = n−s. Since the sequence a1t, a2t, . . . , as t
is G-regular, we may assume s = 0 (cf. [12, 3.4]). Recall that the exact sequence
0 → U(0) → G → C → 0 ()
of G-modules in the proof of 3.1. Since a(G) n, it suffices to show dimCn = d . Suppose
[Cn]p = 0 for all p ∈ SpecA with dimA/p = d . Then, since the ring A is Cohen–Macaulay
and since Cn ∼= In/In+1 as A-modules, Inp = (0) for all p ∈ V(I ) with htA p = 0 by
Nakayama’s lemma. This contradicts to the choice of n. The converse implication follows
from 3.6. 
In the rest of this section we assume our basic generating set {a1, a2, . . . , a} is a good
generating set and consider the case where δ = d . Then we get
Lemma 3.19. Let s m < . Then implication (Am) ⇒ (Bm) holds true if ri  a + i for
all s  i m.
Proof. Let s  i  m and L = (Ji : ai+1) ∩ I a+i+1. Then L ⊇ JiI a+i . Take any
p ∈ AssAA/JiI a+i . It suffices to show that LAp = JiI a+iAp. If p /∈ V(I ), then ai+1 /∈ p
because {a1, a2, . . . , a} is a good generating set, so that we have nothing to prove. We
may assume p ∈ V(I ). Condition (Am) implies htA p i, as δ = d . Then LAp = JiI a+iAp
since ri  a + i. 
Proposition 3.20. Let the ring A be Cohen–Macaulay and assume that there exists an
integer a −s such that
(1) rJ (I ) a + ,
(2) ri  a + i for all s  i < ,
(3) Js ∩ I i = JsI i−1 for all 1 i  a + s, and
(4) depthA/I i + Js min{d − s, d + a − i} for all 1 i  a + .
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sThen G is a Cohen–Macaulay ring. Moreover, so is R(I ) if a < 0.
Proof. Since (As) is satisfied by 3.13, (B−1) is satisfied by 3.15 and 3.19. Therefore the
assertion follows from 3.17. 
Notice that conditions (1)–(3) above are necessary conditions of the Cohen–Macaulaynes
of the ring G with a(G) = a (recall that the a-invariant formula: a(G) = max{ri − i | s 
i < } ∪ {rJ (I )− } (cf. [34, 1.4])).
Let us give some consequences of 3.20. The following corollary is a generalization of a
result due to [35].
Corollary 3.21. Put a = max{ri − i | s  i < }∪{rJ (I )−} and assume that depthA/I i +
Js  min{d − s, d + a − i} for all 1  i  a + . Then the following two conditions are
equivalent.
(1) G is a Cohen–Macaulay ring.
(2) A is a Cohen–Macaulay ring and Js ∩ I i = JsI i−1 for all 1 i  a + s.
When this is the case, we have a(G) = a, and hence the ring R(I ) is Cohen–Macaulay if
a < 0.
The last assertion directly follows form a-invariant formula. The next corollary covers
a result given by [28] in the case of ideal adic filtrations.
Corollary 3.22. Let A be a Cohen–Macaulay ring and put a = max{ri −i | s  i < } ∪
{rJ (I ) − }. Assume that depthA/I i + Js min{d − s, d + a − i} for all 1 i  a + .
Then the following two conditions are equivalent.
(1) G is a Cohen–Macaulay ring.
(2) G(Ip) is a Cohen–Macaulay ring for all p ∈ V(I ) with htA p = s.
When this is the case, we have a(G) = a, and hence the ring R(I ) is Cohen–Macaulay if
a < 0.
Proof. It is enough to prove that condition (2) implies Js ∩I i = JsI i−1 for all 1 i  a+s
by 3.21. We will use induction on i. If i = 1, the assertion is clear. Let i  2 and assume that
it holds true for i − 1. Take any p ∈ AssAA/JsI i−1. It suffices to show that (Js ∩ I i)Ap =
JiI
i−1Ap because it is trivial that Js ∩ I i ⊇ JsI i−1. We may assume p ∈ V(I ). Thanks to
3.12, we get depthA/JsI i−1  d− s by the inductive hypothesis on i, and hence htA p = s.
Since G(Ip) is a Cohen–Macaulay ring, the sequence a1t, a2t, . . . , as t, is G(Ip)-regular,
so that JsAp ∩ I jAp = JsI j−1Ap for all j ∈ Z by [35]. 
By [35], when I is an m-primary ideal, G is a Cohen–Macaulay ring if so is A and
rJ (I ) 1. Hence the following result follows from 3.22.
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{rJ (I ) − }. Assume that depthA/I i + Js min{d − s, d + a − i} for all 1 i  a + .
Then G is a Cohen–Macaulay ring if a generic reduction number n is at most 1.
Let us close this section with the following result.
Theorem 3.24. Let A be a Cohen–Macaulay ring and assume that depthA/I i + Js 
min{d − s, d − s + n − i} for all 1  i  n − s + . Then the following three conditions
are equivalent.
(1) G is a Cohen–Macaulay ring with a(G) = n− s.
(2) (i) rJ (I ) n− s + ,
(ii) Js ∩ I i = JsI i−1 for all 1 i  n, and
(iii) ri  n− s + i for all s  i < .
(3) (i) rJ (I ) n− s + ,
(ii) Js ∩ I i = JsI i−1 for all 1 i  n, and
(iii) (Ji : ai+1)∩ In−s+i+1 = JiIn−s+i for all s  i < .
Proof. (1) ⇒ (2). Lemma 3.3 implies the sequence a1t, a2t, . . . , as t is G-regular, so that
condition (ii) holds true by [35]. Conditions (i) and (iii) follow from the a-invariant for-
mula: a(G) = max{ri − i | s  i < } ∪ {rJ (I )− }.
(2) ⇒ (3). Since the condition (As) is satisfied for n− s by 3.13, we get (B−1) is also
satisfied for n− s by 3.15 and 3.19.
Implication (3) ⇒ (1) directly follows from 3.18. 
4. The case of arbitrary generic reduction numbers
In this section we prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, and discuss the question of when KG
has the expected form [18]. Throughout this section, let A be a Cohen–Macaulay local ring
with the canonical module KA and let a = a(G). We say that KG has the expected form if
KG ∼= grI (KA)(a) as graded G-modules, where grI (KA) := KA/IKA ⊕ IKA/I 2KA ⊕ · · ·.
To begin with we state the following result due to [11,24].
Theorem 4.1 [11,24]. Assume depthA/I i  d − s − i + 1 for all 1 i  − s. Then KG
has the expected form if G is a Cohen–Macaulay ring with a(G) = −s.
The next lemma, which contains the above result, does not require that I is a generically
a complete intersection. We get it using arguments from [11,24]. But let us now give a proof
for the sake of completeness.
Lemma 4.2. Assume that depthA/I i +Js min{d−s, d+a− i+1} for all 1 i  a+.
Then KG is generated by homogeneous elements in degrees at least −a and at most s if
the ring G is Cohen–Macaulay.
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Corollary 4.3. Let  = s. Then KG is generated by homogeneous of elements in degrees at
least −a and at most s if the ring G is Cohen–Macaulay.
Proof. When  = s, we have rJ (I ) = a +  by the a-invariant formula. Moreover, G is a
Cohen–Macaulay ring if and only if depthA/I i + Js = d − s for all 1  i  rJ (I ) (see,
e.g., [8, 2.3]). Hence the assertion follows from 4.2. 
Proof of Lemma 4.2. The Cohen–Macaulayness of G induces that the sequence
a1t, a2t, . . . , as t is G-regular by 3.3. Hence G/(a1t, a2t, . . . , as t)G ∼= G(I/Js) as rings
by [35]. So we have KG/MKG ∼= [KG(I/Js)/MKG(I/Js)](−s) as graded G-modules and
a(G) = a(G(I/Js)) − s. Thus, passing to the ring A/Js , we may assume s = 0. Besides,
we may assume  > 0 (see, e.g., [8, 2.3]). Let 0 i  . We put U(i) = [G/JitG]a+i+1.
Then ai+1t is an U(i)-regular element for 0 i <  by 3.8. Let V(i) = U(i) /ai+1t U(i). We
have the natural exact sequence
0 → U(i+1) → V(i) → W(i) → 0 ()
of graded G-modules. Here W(i) = [W(i)]a+i+1 ∼= [U(i)]a+i+1 ∼= I a+i+1/JiI a+i +I a+i+2.
Let us prove the following claim.
Claim 4.4. depth W(i)  d − i − 1 for all 0 i < .
Proof. Firstly, we shall prove A/JαIa+i  d − i + 1 for all 0  α < i   by induction
on α. The assertion being trivial for α = 0, we may assume α > 0 and it holds true for
α − 1. Hence depthA/Jα−1I a+i  d − i + 1 and A/Jα−1I a+i−1  d − i + 2 by the in-
ductive hypothesis on α. Then applying the depth lemma to the natural exact sequences
0 → JαIa+i/Jα−1I a+i → A/Jα−1I a+i → A/JαIa+i → 0
and
0 → I a+i/Jα−1I a+i−1 → A/Jα−1I a+i−1 → A/Ia+i → 0
of A-modules, we get depthA/JαIa+i  d − i + 1 because we have the isomorphism
I a+i/Jα−1I a+i−1 ∼= JαIa+i/Jα−1I a+i of A-modules by 3.14 (recall that the Cohen–
Macaulay property of G induces the condition (B−1) by 3.1).
Let us now show that depth I a+i+1/JiI a+i + I a+i+2  d − i − 1 for all 0  i < .
Thanks to the depth lemma, by the natural exact sequences
0 → I a+i+1/JiI a+i → A/JiI a+i → A/Ia+i+1 → 0
of A-modules, we get depth I a+i+1/JiI a+i  d − i because depthA/JiI a+i  d − i by
3.15. Applying the depth lemma to the natural exact sequences
0 → I a+i+2/JiI a+i+1 → A/JiI a+i+1 → A/Ia+i+2 → 0
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as is showed above. Look at the canonical exact sequence
0 → I a+i+2/JiI a+i ∩ I a+i+2 → I a+i+1/JiI a+i → I a+i+1/JiI a+i + I a+i+2 → 0
of A-modules. We have JiI a+i ∩ I a+i+2 ⊆ Ji ∩ I a+i+2 = JiI a+i+1 by 3.8. Hence we
have I a+i+2/JiI a+i ∩ I a+i+2 = I a+i+2/JiI a+i+1, so the required inequality follows from
applying the depth lemma to the exact sequence above. Hence we get depth W(i)  d−i−1
if 0 i < . 
We need to prove depth U(i)  d − i for all 0 i < . When 0 i < − 1, depth U(i) 
d − i if and only if depth U(i+1)  d − i − 1. In fact, the later condition is equivalent to
saying that depth V(i)  d − i − 1 by 4.4 (apply the depth lemma to ()). Since ai+1t is
U(i)-regular, depth V(i)  d − i − 1 if and only if depth U(i)  d − i.
Hence it suffices to show that depth V(−1)  d −  by descending induction on i.
Thanks to a-invariant formula, we have rJ (I ) a + , and hence U() = (0). Then by the
exact sequence (), we see V(−1) ∼= W(−1) as G-modules, so that depth V(−1)  d − 
by 4.4.
Let [·]∗ := HomG(G/M, ·) that is a functor of graded G-modules. Then we have
Claim 4.5. Let 0 i  . Then [Hd−iM (U(i))]∗ is concentrated in degree a + i.
Proof. Descending induction on i. Since U() = (0), there is nothing to prove for i = .
Let i <  and assume the assertion holds true for i + 1. By 4.4 we have the resulting
exact sequence 0 → Hd−i−1M (U(i+1)) → Hd−i−1M (V(i)) → Hd−i−1M (W(i+1)) of graded local
cohomology modules from (), so that we get the exact sequence
0 → [Hd−i−1M (U(i+1))]∗ −→ [Hd−i−1M (V(i))]∗ −→ [Hd−i−1M (W(i))]∗
of graded G-modules. Therefore [Hd−i−1M (V(i))]∗ is concentrated in degree a+ i+1 by the
inductive hypotheses on i (recall that W(i) = [W(i)]a+i+1). Applying the local cohomology
functor to the canonical exact sequence
0 → U(i)(−1) ai+1t−−−→ U(i) −→ V(i) → 0
of graded G-modules, we obtain the resulting exact sequence
0 → Hd−i−1M
(
V(i)
)−→ Hd−iM (U(i))(−1) ai+1t−−−→ Hd−iM (U(i))
of graded local cohomology modules (recall that depth U(i)  d − i). Then we get[
Hd−i−1M
(
V(i)
)]
∗ ∼=
[
Hd−iM
(
U(i)
)]
∗(−1)
as graded G-modules since ai+1t ∈ M. Therefore [Hd−iM (U(i))]∗ is concentrated in degree
a + i. 
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canonical exact sequence
0 → U(0) → G → C → 0 ()
of graded G-modules. Then C = C0 ⊕ C1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Ca and Cj ∼= I j /I j+1. And hence
depthC  d because depthCj  d for all 0  j  a by our standard assumption that
depthA/Ij+1  d . Thus we obtain the resulting graded exact sequence
0 → HdM
(
U(0)
)−→ HdM(G) −→ HdM(C) → 0
of graded local cohomology modules from (), so that we get the exact sequence
0 → [HdM(U(0))]∗ −→ [HdM(G)]∗ −→ [HdM(C)]∗
of G-modules. Therefore [HdM(G)]∗ is concentrated in degrees between 0 and a because
so is [HdM(C)]∗. This completes the proof of 4.2 by the local duality theorem. 
Now let us note the following lemma.
Lemma 4.6. Assume G is a Cohen–Macaulay ring. Then a(G) = n − s if KG has the
expected form.
Proof. We may assume s = 0 by [35] together with 3.3. Since [KG]−a(G) ∼= KA/IKA as
A-modules, a(G) = a(Gp) for all p ∈ V(I ) (recall that a(G) = −min{k ∈ Z | [KG]k =
(0)} and [KG]p ∼= K[Gp] as graded G-modules). Take p ∈ V(I ) such that htA p = 0 and
n = r(0)p(Ip). Then Gp = [G0]p ⊕ [G1]p ⊕ · · · ⊕ [Gn]p and [Gn]p ∼= Inp = (0), and hence
a(G(Ip)) = n by [7, 2.2]. Thus we get a(G) = n. 
In what follows, until 4.19, we maintain to assume that s = 0. Then it is a necessary
condition of the Gorensteinness of the associated graded ring G that In−i+1 ⊆ (0) : I i for
all 1 i  n (see [8, 4.4]).
We extend Theorem 4.1 to the case where the number n is arbitrary as follows.
Lemma 4.7. Let G be a Cohen–Macaulay ring with a(G) = n. Assume KA/I iKA is
Cohen–Macaulay and (0) : I i ⊆ In−i+1 for all 1  i  n. Then the following two as-
sertions hold true.
(1) rJ (I )max{n, } and ri max{n, i} for all 0 i < .
(2) KG has the expected form if depthA/I i  d − i + 1 for all 1 i  .
We will arrange some lemmas for proving 4.7. Let [·]∗ = HomA(·,KA) and let a =
(0) : I . Then a ∼= [KA/IKA]∗ because a ∼= HomA(A/I,A) ∼= HomA(A/I,HomA(KA,KA))
and HomA(A/I ⊗ KA,KA) ∼= HomA(KA/IKA,KA) as A-modules. The following three
lemmas are well known in the case where KA = A but let us note proofs for completeness.
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(1) KA/IKA satisfies Serre’s condition (S1).
(2) IKA = (0) :KA a.
Proof. Taking the KA-dual of the exact sequence 0 → a → A → A/a → 0 of A-modules,
we get a commutative and exact diagram
0 HomA(A/a,KA) HomA(A,KA) HomA(a,KA)
0 IKA KA KA/IKA 0
0
of A-modules. Then because HomA(a,KA) ∼= [KA/IKA]∗∗ as A-modules, KA/IKA sat-
isfies Serre’s condition (S1) if and only if the right-hand homomorphism is injective. The
later condition is equivalent to saying that the left-hand homomorphism is bijective, which
means IKA = (0) :KA a. 
Lemma 4.9. Assume that KA/IKA satisfies Serre’s condition (S1). Then the following two
conditions are equivalent.
(1) A/a satisfies Serre’s condition (S2).
(2) Hd−1m (KA/IKA) = (0).
Proof. We recall [KA/IKA]∗ ∼= a as A-modules. Then applying the functor [·]∗ to the
exact sequence 0 → IKA → KA → KA/IKA → 0 of A-modules, we get a commutative
and exact diagram
0 [KA/IKA]∗ [KA]∗ [IKA]∗ Ext1A(KA/IKA,KA) 0
0 a A [A/a]∗∗
of A-modules because IKA ∼= [A/a]∗ (see 4.8). Therefore A/a satisfies Serre’s condition
(S2) if and only if Ext1A(KA/IKA,KA) = (0). The later condition is equivalent to saying
that Hd−1A (KA/IKA) = (0) by the local duality theorem. 
Lemma 4.10. The following conditions are equivalent.
(1) KA/IKA is a Cohen–Macaulay A-module.
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Proof. We may assume KA/IKA satisfies condition (S1) by 4.8. Then it is enough to show
KA/IKA is Cohen–Macaulay if and only if so is A/a.
Assume KA/IKA is a Cohen–Macaulay A-module. Therefore we have in particular
Hd−1m (KA/IKA) = (0), so that the ring A/a satisfies Serre’s condition (S2) by 4.9. Hence
A/a ∼= [A/a]∗∗ ∼= [IKA]∗. Therefore we get A/a is a Cohen–Macaulay ring because IKA
is a maximal Cohen–Macaulay A-module (apply the depth lemma to the exact sequence
0 → IKA → KA → KA/IKA → 0 of A-modules).
Conversely, let us suppose A/a is a Cohen–Macaulay ring. Then IKA (∼= KA/a) is a
maximal Cohen–Macaulay A-module, so that depth KA/IKA  d − 1. Since A/a satisfies
condition (S2), we have Hd−1m (KA/IKA) = (0) by 4.9. Therefore KA/IKA is a Cohen–
Macaulay A-module. 
Now let {ωi}i∈Z stand for the canonical I -filtration of KA (see [8, 1.1]). Hence
I i+1KA ⊆ ω−a(G)+i and, if G is a Cohen–Macaulay ring, we have [KG]i ∼= ωi−1/ωi for
all i ∈ Z. Put T = G(IA/a). Then we get the following lemma.
Lemma 4.11. Assume that G is a Cohen–Macaulay ring with a(G) = n and In ⊇ a. Then
the following two assertion holds true.
(1) T is a Cohen–Macaulay ring if A/a is a Cohen–Macaulay ring.
(2) ω−n = IKA and a(T ) n− 1 if KA/IKA satisfies Serre’s condition (S1).
Proof. We consider the natural exact sequence
0 → ker ε → G ε→ T → 0 ()
of graded G-modules where ε is the map of associated graded rings induced by the natural
map A → A/a. We put L = ker ε. Then L = Ln ∼= a because In+1 ∩ a = (0) and In ⊇ a.
Assertion (1). Assume that A/a is a Cohen–Macaulay ring. Then deptha = d , so that
depthL = d . We apply the local cohomology functors HiM(∗) (i ∈ Z) to the graded exact
sequences (). Then by the resulting graded exact sequence
0 → Hd−1M (T ) → HdM(L) → HdM(G) → HdM(T ) → 0
of graded local cohomology modules, we have Hd−1M (T ) = [Hd−1M (T )]n and a(T ) n be-
cause L = Ln and a(G) = n. Then from [25, 3.1] we obtain that T is a Cohen–Macaulay
ring.
Assertion (2). Suppose that KA/IKA satisfies Serre’s condition (S1). Take the KG-dual
of the sequence (), and we get the exact sequence
0 → KT → KG → HomG(L,KG) → Ext1G(T ,KG) → 0
of graded G-modules. We see HomG(L,KG) = [HomG(L,KG)]−n ∼= [KA/IKA]∗∗ by the
local duality theorem (recall that L = Ln ∼= a ∼= [KA/IKA]∗). From [KG]−n ∼= KA/ω−n
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ω−n, we have the natural surjective map π : KA/IKA → KA/ω−n. Let ϕ = φ ◦ π . We put
K = kerϕ. We want to show K = (0). Assume that K = (0) and choose p ∈ AssA K . Then
htA p = 0 because p ∈ AssA KA/IKA. Hence we see a homomorphism ϕp : (KA/IKA)p →
([KA/IKA]∗∗)p is surjective, as Ext1G(T ,KG)p = (0). Moreover, we have the canonical
isomorphism ([KA/IKA]∗∗)p ∼= (KA/IKA)p because dimAp = 0, and hence the surjec-
tive homomorphism ϕp must be bijective. This is a contradiction. Therefore K = (0), so
that ϕ, π , and φ are injective. Thus ω−n = IKA and a(T ) n− 1. 
We now come to prove 4.7.
Proof of Lemma 4.7. When n = 0, assertion (1) follows from the a-invariant formula.
Moreover, assertion (2) directly follows from 4.1. Hence we may assume n > 0. Firstly,
we consider the case where  = 0. Then assertion (1) follows from the a-invariant formula
again. We must show assertion (2). Let 1 i  n. Then (0) : I i = In−i+1 by our standard
assumption. Since KA/I iKA satisfies the Serre’s condition (S1), we have I iKA = (0) :KA[(0) : I i] by 4.8, so that I iKA = (0) :KA In−i+1. This implies that KG has the expected
form by [8, 2.3].
We will consider the case where  > 0. Let 0 j  n and let Aj := A/(0) : I j .
Claim 4.12. The ring Aj is Cohen–Macaulay and KAj = I jKA.
Proof. We are going to prove by induction on j . The assertion is trivial for j = 0. We
may assume j > 0 and it holds true for j − 1. We have KAj−1 = I j−1KA by the induc-
tive hypothesis, and hence KAj−1/IKAj−1 = I j−1KA/I jKA that is a Cohen–Macaulay
A-module. In fact, if j = 1, this is clear by our standard assumption that KA/IKA is
Cohen–Macaulay. If j  2, this follows from applying the depth lemma to the exact se-
quence 0 → I jKA/I j−1KA → KA/I j−1KA → KA/I jKA → 0 of A-modules. Therefore
by 4.10, we get the assertion because Aj ∼= Aj−1/(0) : IAj−1 as rings. 
Let Tj := G(IAj ). We have htAj IAj = 0, as I ⊇ (0) : I j . We also have λ(IAj ) 
λ(I)   because the kernel of the natural map G → Tj of associated graded rings is
a finitely-graded ideal in G (recall that In+1 ∩ [(0) : I j ] = (0), as In+1 is generically a
complete intersection). Let nj := r0(IAj ). It is routine to check nj = n − j and Inj Aj ⊇
(0) : IAj . Let {ω(j)i }i∈Z denote the canonical IAj -filtration of I jKA.
Claim 4.13. Tj is a Cohen–Macaulay ring with a(Tj ) = nj .
Proof. We prove by induction on j . If j = 0, the assertion is trivial, as G = T0 and n = n0.
Let j > 0 and assume that it holds true for j −1. We have Aj−1/(0) : IAj−1 ∼= Aj that is a
Cohen–Macaulay ring. KAj−1/IKAj−1(= I j−1KA/I jKA) satisfies Serre’s condition (S1)
because KA/I jKA is Cohen–Macaulay. Then by 4.11 we get Tj is a Cohen–Macaulay ring
with a(Tj ) nj−1 − 1. Hence a(Tj ) = nj because nj−1 − 1 = n− (j − 1)− 1 = n− j =
nj and because nj = r0(IAj ) = max{a([Tj ]q) | q ∈ V(I ), htA q = 0} a(Tj ) (recall that
K[T ]q = [KT ]q). j j
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Proof. We have Tj is a Cohen–Macaulay ring with a(Tj ) = nj and KAj /IKAj =
I jKA/I j+1KA that satisfies condition (S1) because KA/I j+1KA is Cohen–Macaulay, as
j < n. Hence the equality ω(j)−nj = I j+1KA follows from 4.11. 
We note
Claim 4.15. (0) : In ∩ I i = (0) : In−i+1 for all i  1.
Proof. When i  n + 1, I i is generically a complete intersection, and hence (0) : In ∩
I i = (0). Let i  n. The inclusion (0) : In ∩ I i ⊇ (0) : In−i+1 follows from our standard
assumption. Assume that (0) : In ∩ I i  (0) : In−i+1. Then there exists p ∈ AssA[(0) :
In ∩ I i]/(0) : In−i+1. Since htA p = 0, I ip = (0) : In−i+1p by the definition of n, so that
(0) : Inp ∩ I ip = (0) : In−i+1p . This is a contradiction. 
Assertion (1) directly follows from the next claim.
Claim 4.16. rJ (I )max{n, } and ri max{n, i} for all 0 i < .
Proof. By [34, 1.4], we get rJAn(IAn)   because Tn is a Cohen–Macaulay ring with
a(Tn) = 0 (recall that λ(IAn)  and that rJAn(IAn) rJ(IAn) for any minimal reduc-
tion J(⊆ JAn) of IAn). Then I +1 ⊆ JI+(0) : In, so that I +1 ⊆ JI+[(0) : In∩I +1].
If   n, then (0) : In ∩ I +1 = (0) by 4.15 and hence rJ (I )  . If  < n, then (0) :
In ∩ I +1 = (0) : In− by 4.15, so that I +1 · In− ⊆ [JI + (0) : In−] · In− and hence
rJ (I ) n. Thus rJ (I )max{n, }.
Let 0 i < . We must show ri max{n, i}. Take any q ∈ V(I ) such that htA q = i. By
[34, 1.4], we have ri (IAn) i because [Tn]q is a Cohen–Macaulay ring with a([Tn]q)
a(Tn) = 0. So I i+1q ⊆ JiqI iq + [(0) : Inq ∩ I i+1q ]. Then, using the same argument above, we
get ri max{n, i} for all 0 i < . 
Notice that IAn is generically a complete intersection since Ip = (0) : Inp for all p ∈
V(I ) with htA p = 0.
Claim 4.17. depthAn/I iAn  d − i + 1 for all 1 i  .
Proof. We may assume i > 1 because I ⊇ (0) : In. Look at the exact sequence
0 → A/(0) : In ∩ I i −→ A/(0) : In ⊕A/I i −→ A/(0) : In + I i → 0
of A-modules. By 4.15, A/(0) : In ∩ I i = A/(0) : In−i+1, which is a Cohen–Macaulay
ring by 4.10. Then we get depthAn/I iAn  d − i + 1 by applying the depth lemma to the
short exact sequence above (recall that A/(0) : In is a Cohen–Macaulay ring). 
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graded G-modules since KAn = InKA.
Claim 4.18. KTj ∼= grI (KA)j (n) as graded G-modules.
Proof. Descending induction on j . We may assume j < n and it is true for j +1. Consider
the natural exact sequence
0 → L → Tj → Tj+1 → 0
of graded G-modules. We have L = [L]nj = (0) : IAj . Taking the KTj -dual of the above
exact sequence, we get the exact sequence
0 → KTj+1 → KTj → HomTj (L,KTj ) → 0
of graded G-modules. We have KTj+1 ∼= grI (KA)j+1(n) by the inductive hypothe-
sis on j , and hence grI (KA)j+1(n) ∼= [KTj ]−nj+1 as graded G-modules because
HomKTj (L,KTj ) is concentrated in degree −nj .
Let us prove ω(j)−nj+i = I i+j+1KA for all i  0 by induction on i. By 4.14 we may
assume that i > 0 and ω(j)−nj+i−1 = I i+jKA. Then by grI (KA)j+1(n) ∼= [KTj ]−nj+1
we get I i+jKA/I i+j+1KA ∼= ω(j)−nj+i−1/ω
(j)
−nj+i = I i+jKA/ω
(j)
−nj+i , and hence the nat-
ural surjective map I i+jKA/I i+j+1KA → I i+jKA/ω(j)−nj+i is bijective (recall that
I i+j+1KA ⊆ ω(j)−nj+i ). Therefore ω
(j)
−nj+i = I i+j+1KA. 
Thus we see KG ∼= grI (KA)(n) as graded G-modules and hence KG has expected form.
This completes the proof of 4.7. 
Let us state the following corollaries of 4.7.
Corollary 4.19. Assume G is a Gorenstein ring. Then rJ (I )  max{n,  − s} and ri 
max{n, i − s} for all s  i <  if the ring A/I i + Js is Cohen–Macaulay for all 1 i  n.
Proof. Since a1t, a2t, . . . , as t is G-regular, we may assume s = 0 (cf. [12, 3.4]). We have
a(G) = n by 4.6. Because G is a Gorenstein ring, so is A and In−i+1 ⊇ (0) : I i for all
1 i  n by [8, 4.4]. Then the assertion follows from 4.7. 
Corollary 4.20. Let A be a Gorenstein ring and let G be a Cohen–Macaulay ring with
a(G) = n− s. Assume A/I i + Js is Cohen–Macaulay for all 1 i  n. Then
G(I ) is a Gorenstein ring ⇐⇒{
Jns : In ⊆ In s > 0;
(0) : I i ⊆ In−i+1 for all 1 i  n, s = 0,
whenever depthA/I i  d − s − i + 1 for all 1 i  − s.
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n > 0. The assertion in the case where s = 0 directly follows from 4.7 together with [8,
4.4]. We must prove the case where s > 0. Suppose G is a Gorenstein ring. Let L = Jns :
In + In/In. We want to show L = (0). Assume that L = (0) and take p ∈ AssA L. Then
htA p = s since A/In is Cohen–Macaulay (see 3.11). By the a-invariant formula, we have
rJsp(Ip) = a(G(Ip)) − s, so that rJsp(Ip) = n because a(G(Ip)) = a(G) (cf. the proof of
4.6). Then since G(Ip) is a Gorenstein ring, we get Jsnp : Inp = Inp by [8, 1.4]. This is a
contradiction. Thus L = (0) and hence we have Jns : In ⊆ In.
Conversely suppose Jns : In ⊆ In. Let 1 i  n. By the result in the case where s = 0, it
is enough to show Js : I i ⊆ In−i+1+Js because the sequence a1t, a2t, . . . , as t is G-regular
by 3.3. Let L = Js : I i + In−i+1/In−i+1 + Js and assume that there exists p ∈ AssA L.
Then htA p = s, as the ring A/In−i+1 + Js is Cohen–Macaulay. Let r = rJsp(Ip). Then
r  n. We have I rp ⊆ Jsrp : I rp ⊆ Jsnp : Inp ⊆ Inp (cf. [8, Claim 2]). Therefore r = n and Jsnp :
Inp = Inp . Then G(Ip) is a Gorenstein ring by [8, 1.4], and hence so is G(I (A/Js)p) by [35].
Therefore (0) : I i(A/Js)p = In−i+1(A/Js)p by [29]. Consequently Jsp : I ip = In−i+1p +
Jsp, which is impossible. Thus L = (0) and hence we get Js : I i ⊆ In−i+1 + Js . 
Corollary 4.21. Let {a1, a2, . . . , a} be a good generating set. Put
a = max{ri − i | s  i < }∪ {rJ (I )− }.
Let A be a Gorenstein ring and I a height unmixed ideal. Assume that depthA/I i + Js 
min{d − s, d + a − i} for all 1 i  a + . Then the following two conditions are equiva-
lent.
(1) G is a Gorenstein ring.
(2) G(Ip) is a Gorenstein ring with a(G(Ip)) = a for all p ∈ V(I ) such that htA p = s.
When this is the case, we have a(G) = a = n− s.
Proof. It suffices to show condition (2) implies condition (1) and the last assertion. By
3.22, we may assume that G is a Cohen–Macaulay ring with a(G) = a. Let p ∈ V(I ) such
that htA p = s. Then we obtain that a(G(Ip)) = rJsp(Ip) − s from the a-invariant formula.
Therefore a(G) = n−s. The sequence a1t, a2t, . . . , as t is G-regular by 3.3, so that we may
also assume s = 0 by [35] (cf. [12, 3.4]). When n = 0, we have a(G) = 0, and hence the
assertion follows from 2.1. Let n > 0. Let 1 i  n and let L = (0) : I i + In−i+1/In−i+1.
Assume that there exists q ∈ AssA L. Then htA q = 0 because the ring A/In−i+1 is Cohen–
Macaulay. Since G(Iq) is a Gorenstein ring, we get In−i+1q = (0) : I iq by [29] (notice that
n = r(0)(Iq)). So Lq = (0), which is a contradiction. Thus L = (0) and hence In−i+1 ⊇
(0) : I i . This completes the proof by 4.20. 
We are now ready to prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.2.
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a(G) = n − s by 3.18. When n = 0, the assertions follows from 2.1 because the con-
dition that depthA/I i  d − s − i for all 1  i   − s is equivalent to saying that
depthA/I i + Js  d − s − i for all 1  i   − s (cf. 3.10 and [12, 3.4]). Therefore we
may assume the number n is positive. Then Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 directly follow from
4.20 together with 4.6 and [23]. 
In the rest of this section we assume that KA = A. We put R′ = R′(I ). Let ω = {ωi}i∈Z
denote the canonical I -filtration of A (see [8, 1.1]). Hence ω−a(G)+i ⊇ I i+1 for all i ∈ Z
and KR′ ∼=⊕i∈Zωi as graded R′-modules.
Lemma 4.22. Assume that Gp is a Gorenstein ring with a(Gp) = a(G) for all p ∈⋃
i∈ZAssA A/I i . Then KR′ ∼= R′(a(G)+ 1) as graded R′-modules.
Proof. Take any p ∈⋃i∈ZAssA A/I i . Since Gp is a Gorenstein ring with a(Gp) = a(G),
we get [ω−a(G)+i]p = I i+1p for all i ∈ Z, so that ω−a(G)+i = I i+1, for all i ∈ Z (recall that
ω− a(G)+i ⊇ I i+1, in general). Thus KR′ ∼= R′(a(G)+ 1) as graded R′-modules. 
For each p ∈ V(I ), we put
δp := min
{
dimAp,
1
2
(
dimAp + λ(Ip)+ 1
)}
.
Then the main result in this section can be stated as follows.
Theorem 4.23. Let A be a Gorenstein local ring and let I be a height unmixed ideal.
Assume that depth[A/I i + Js]p  min{δp − s, δp − s + n − i} whenever p ∈ V(I ) and
1  i  n − s + min{htA p, }. If the following four conditions are satisfied, then G is a
Gorenstein ring with a(G) = n− s.
(1) rJ (I ) n− s + ;
(2) Js ∩ I i = JsI i−1 for all 1 i  n;
(3) (Ji : ai+1)∩ In−s+i+1 = JiIn−s+i for all s  i < ; and
(4)
{
Jns : In ⊆ In s > 0;
(0) : I i ⊆ In−i+1 for all 1 i  n, s = 0.
Moreover, the ring R(I ) is Gorenstein if n = s − 2.
Proof. Let a∗(G) := max{ai (G) | i ∈ Z}. Furthermore, we set ai (G) := max{m ∈ Z |[HiG+(G)]m = (0)} for each i ∈ Z and put a∗(G) := max{ai (G) | i ∈ Z}. From the next
claim we can see that the above conditions (1)–(4) commute with localization.
Claim 4.24. Let p ∈ V(I ) and i = min{htA p, }. Then rJ (Ip) n− s + i.ip
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because I is a height unmixed ideal. From [31, 2.7], we obtain rJip(Ip) − i  a∗(G(Ip)).
Since local cohomology commutes with localization, we get a∗(G(Ip)) a∗(G). Further,
a∗(G) = a∗(G) (see [22, 2.3], or [31, 2.8]). The inequality a∗(G)  n − s follows from
[31, 3.6] together with 3.8 and 3.9 (recall that Js is a complete intersection by 3.2). Thus
rJip(Ip)− i  n− s. 
Let A := {p ∈ V(I ) | dimAp = λ(Ip)}. Recall that the rings R′ and G are quasi-
unmixed because so is A (see [16, 18.24]). We need the next claim.
Claim 4.25. The ring G fulfills Serre’s condition (S1).
Proof. Take any Q ∈ AssG and put q = Q ∩ A. We have depthGq  dimGq/QGq.
Suppose dimAq  (dimAq + λ(Iq) + 1)/2. Then depthGq  (dimAq + λ(Iq) + 1)/2
by 3.1. Since dimGq/QGq  λ(Iq), we get depthGq  λ(Iq). But depthGq − λ(Iq) 
(dimAq + λ(Iq)+ 1)/2 − λ(Iq) = (dimAp − λ(Ip) + 1)/2 > 0, as dimAp  λ(Ip). This
is impossible. Hence dimAp < (dimAp + λ(Ip)+ 1)/2. Then depthGq  dimAq by 3.1.
Then htG Q = htGq QGq  dimGq − depthGq = 0. Therefore htG Q = 0 and hence the
ring G fulfills Serre’s condition (S1). 
Hence G is unmixed (i.e. AssG = {Q ∈ SpecG | dimG = dimG/Q}) because G is
equi-dimensional. ThenA= AssA G (see [26, 4.1]). Let us prove the following two claims.
Claim 4.26. KR′ ∼= R′(n− s + 1) as graded R′-modules.
Proof. Take any p ∈A. Then dimAp < (dimAp + λ(Ip) + 1)/2, so that the ring Gp is a
Gorenstein ring with a(Gp) = n− s by 1.1 and 1.2. We shall show a(G) = n− s. In deed,
the inequality a∗(G) n − s follows from [31, 3.6] together with 3.8 and 3.9, and hence
a(G) n − s. The converse inequality is clear because n − s = a(Gp) a(G) (recall that
SuppG KG = SpecG, as AssG KG = {Q ∈ SpecG | dimG = dimG/Q} = AssG). Since
A(= AssA G) =⋃i∈ZAssA A/I i , we get KR′ ∼= R′(n − s + 1) as graded R′-modules be-
cause of 4.22. 
Claim 4.27. depthR′P min{dimR′P , 12 dimR′P + 1} for all P ∈ SpecR′.
Proof. Let P ∈ SpecR′. We may assume htR′ P  3 by the claim above. Therefore it is
enough to show depthR′P  12 dimR′P + 1. If t−1 /∈ P , then R′P = A[t, t−1]P , so that we
have nothing to prove. Hence we may also assume t−1 ∈ P . Put p = P ∩A. Then
depthR′P  depthR′p − dimR′p/PR′p = depthR′p − dimR′p + dimR′P
= depthGp − dimGp + dimR′P
=
(
1
dimR′P + 1
)
+ 1 dimR′P − 1 + depthGp − dimGp2 2
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(
1
2
dimR′P + 1
)
+ 1
2
dimGP − 12 + depthGp − dimGp
=
(
1
2
dimR′P + 1
)
+ depthGp − 12 dimGp −
1
2
(dimGp − dimGP + 1).
Hence we must to show the inequality
depthGp 
1
2
dimGp + 12 (dimGp − dimGP + 1).
If the ring Gp is Cohen–Macaulay, then we have nothing to prove because htG P  1. As-
sume the ring Gp is not Cohen–Macaulay. Then dimAp > 12 (dimAp + λ(Ip)+ 1) by 3.1.
Since λ(Ip) dimGp −dimGP , it suffices to prove depthGp  12 dimGp + 12 (λ(Ip)+1).
This follows form 3.1, as δp = 12 (dimAp + λ(Ip)+ 1). 
Thanks to [21, 5.8], together with two claims above, we get R′ is a Gorenstein ring and
hence so is G. The equality a(G) = n− s follows form 4.6. We get the last assertion on the
Gorensteinness of R(I ) by [23]. This completes the proof of 4.23. 
Concluding this paper, let us give an example to illustrate Theorem 4.23. Let A =
kXij | i = 1,2, 1  j  5 be a formal power series ring in 10 variables over an infi-
nite field k and let I be an ideal in A generated by the maximal minors of the 2× 5 generic
matrix X = [Xij ]. Then htA I = 4 and λ(I) = 7. Let J be a minimal reduction of I and
let {a1, a2, . . . , a7} be a good generating set for J . Since A/I is an isolated singularity,
J is a special reduction (cf. [2, 6.4] or [27, 2.5]), which means ri (I ) = 0 for all 4 i < 7.
We have rJ (I ) = 2, depthA/I = 6, depthA/I 2 = 3, and depthA/I 3 = 3. We will show
that Theorem 4.23 practical about this example. Conditions (1), (2), and (4) in 4.23 natu-
rally satisfied. We must show that condition (3) is satisfied, which means condition (B6) is
fulfilled for a = −4 (see Section 3). To begin with let us note the following lemma.
Lemma 4.28. Let h be an integer and let α be an integer with α  depthA/I + 1. Assume
that Js ∩ I i = JsI i−1 for all 1 i  h. Then depthA/I i + Js  α − i for all 1 i  h if
so is depthA/I i .
Proof. See the proof of [12, 3.4]. 
We have (J4 : a5) ∩ I = J4. In fact, it is clear that (J4 : a5) ∩ I ⊇ J4. Take any p ∈
AssAA/J4 and it is enough to show [(J4 : a5) ∩ I ]p = [J4]p. Then htA p = 4 because J4
is a complete intersection. We may assume p ∈ V(I ) because a5 /∈ p if p /∈ V(I ) (recall
that {a1, a2, . . . , a7} is a good generating set for J ). Then Ip = [J4]p because r4 = 0. This
completes a proof of the required equality, which means condition (B4) is fulfilled for
a = −4.
Claim 4.29. The following two assertion holds true.
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(2) Condition (B6) is fulfilled for a = −4.
Proof. Since condition (B4) is fulfilled for a = −4, we obtain that condition (A5) is ful-
filled for δ = 10 (= dimA) and a = −4 from 3.15, namely depthA/Jj I  5 for j = 4,5
because depthA/I = 6 10 − 4 − 1. Then condition (B5) is fulfilled for a = −4 by 3.19.
And, moreover, J4 ∩ I 2 = J4I . In fact, assume that there exists p ∈ AssA A/J4I such that
[J4 ∩ I 2]p  [J4I ]p. Then p = m, as depthA/J4I  5. Hence G(Ip) is a Cohen–Macaulay
ring because A/I is an isolated singularity, so that the sequence a1t, . . . , a4t is G(Ip)-
regular by 3.3. Therefore J4p ∩ I ip = J4pI i−1p for all i ∈ Z by [35], which is contradiction.
Hence by 4.28, depthA/I 2 + Js = 3 (= 9 − 4 − 2) because depthA/I 2 = 3. Then
condition (A6) is fulfilled for δ = 9 and a = −4 by 3.15, namely depthA/Jj I 2  3 for
j = 4,5,6. Then using the same argument above, we get J4 ∩ I 3 = J4I 2.
We must prove (J6 : a7) ∩ I 3 = J6I 2. Take any p ∈ AssAA/J6I 2 and it suffices to
prove [(J6 : a7) ∩ I 3]p = [J6I 2]p. We may assume p ∈ V(I ) because {a1, a2, . . . , a7} is
a good generating set for J . We have htA p  7 because depthA/J6I 2  3. If htA p  6,
then Ip = [J6]p because ri = 0 for all 4  i < 7, so that we have nothing to prove. Let
htA p = 7. Then Gp is Cohen–Macaulay, and hence [(J6 : a7)]p ∩ I 3p = [J6]pI 2p by 3.6
(recall that a(Gp) = −4, as Ip is a complete intersection of height 4). Thus we obtain that
condition (B6) is fulfilled for a = −4. 
Let p ∈ V(I ). We want to prove the inequality depth[A/I i + Js]p  δp − 4 − i for all
1 i min{htA p,7} − 4. If p = m, then Gp is Cohen–Macaulay and hence the sequence
a1t, . . . , a4t is Gp-regular by 3.3, so that it is enough to show depth[A/I i]p  δp − 4 − i
for all 1  i  min{htA p,7} − 4 by 4.28. Since the ideal Ip is a complete intersection,
[A/I i]p is a Cohen–Macaulay ring of dimension dimAp − 4, so that we have nothing to
prove. Let p = m. Then δp = 9, and hence it suffices to show that depthA/I i  5 − i for
all 1 i  3 by 4.28 together with 4.29(1). We have depthA/I = 6, depthA/I 2 = 3, and
depthA/I 3 = 3, which completes the proof of required inequality. Thus we get G(I ) is a
Gorenstein ring with a(G(I )) = −4 by Theorem 4.23.
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